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From the Editor
Personally, I’m not all that keen on Christmas, in
stark contrast with some important people in my
life who bleed tinsel. I dislike the busy-ness, the
present buying, the summer heat (that’s not really
Christmas’ fault, though...), and the entire mad
rush to the annual finish line—though I do like the
‘fresh start’ of a new year...
What I do love about this season is the Christmas
narrative; the story of an unconventional (and yet
often familiar...) family, a courageous woman, a
ego-releasing man, and an incarnate God-child.
I love the story of the incarnation, and the fact of
God identifying so closely with us that he became
one of us. I hold close to my heart the image of a
God who steps into the mud and muck (see also,
Genesis 2), who holds the world in his hands and
experiences dirt under his fingernails. I love that
we live in a faith world that holds the divine mystery and the Earthy experience so tightly together
that they are both encountered in a single divinehuman-God-man who participates in the whole
experience of humanity to the point of allowing it
to kill him.
My God is no white-robed cloud-dwelling lightning-lobber. My God poops, and cries, and eats,
and loves his mum and his brothers and sisters.
In this issue of The Edition we honour the incarnation story of Advent, and search for (and find) God
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in the normal stuff of life—a divine presence in the
mundane making all things more whole and more
mysteriously, miraculously good. God turns up
in unexpected places—in living rooms, on roads,
around dinner tables, in places of worship—and in
unexpected guises. He’s tricky like that, God.
As always, I extend a massive thank you to the
people who have written contributions to this
issue of The Edition. Thank you for what you do in
partnering with the incarnated and incarnational
God, and thank you for sharing your stories with
us. We look forward with anticipation to finding God in your writing, present as always and
opening our eyes to see him at work making lives
whole.
And for all of us reading, I pray that we encounter
God this Christmas season in everything we do.
May he be found in meals with family, may he
be found in gatherings with friends. May he be
with us in mourning those no longer with us, and
present in hard conversations and frictions. May
each gift given remind us of the things we already
have, bless us with joy at new things, and spur
us into action in service to those who don’t have.
And may God always be found in the unexpected
places... possibly even in tinsel.
—Mitchell Salmon

Farewell Paul Cameron
We’ve been working with Paul Cameron at… CCVT,
Churches of Christ Vic/Tas, Conference of Churches of
Christ in Victoria and Tasmania… for 14 years.
In two office locations; at three different desks in the
Fairfield office.

Hundreds of sheets of butchers paper and many whiteboard markers.
Thousands of conversations.
Most of the coffee.

Through 14 AGMs, 3 SGMs, UnFreeze, Future Directions,
Regional Conversations, Affinity, and Renewal Challenge.

And lots of the fun.

Visits to Dover, Tasmania, and Mildura, Victoria, and
everywhere in between.
Relationships developed in Indonesia and Thailand.

He has built a strong and healthy foundation for us to
move confidently into the future, and we know he’ll be
cheering us on—just as we will be for whatever is next for
he and Amanda.

Approximately 49 catchphrases, slogans, and Paul-isms.

—from the CCVT team.

We love him. We will miss him.
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Hosting, Not Handouts
Writer Ann Fair
Door of Hope Christian Church has always aimed to support
‘at risk’ groups in our community, including providing assistance at Christmas time. The concept of Christmas Hampers
was born out of a need to support the vulnerable and needy
both within the church community and the community at large
who were seeking help from our church throughout the year.
Initially, the intention was to give out Christmas hampers
each Christmas—no strings attached—ensuring that these
families had the necessary items to be able to prepare Christmas lunch. We would pack the boxes during the morning
service while singing Christmas carols, and then deliver the
hampers to the homes of people under financial stress. It
was a favourite part of our Christmas tradition, with up to 500
hampers being given away each year.
However, six years ago, we felt that this was not enough. We
had found from experience that there is little connectedness
or response from recipients who are simply given a handout. We already have many different ways in which we come
alongside people with specific needs, including teenagers
disengaged from school who come regularly to our workshop
to learn mechanic skills, families of children who attend
our bi-annual ‘Super Heroes’ children’s camps, families
and individuals who are accommodated in our emergency
housing facility, parents who have received a car from our car
renovation volunteers (MADwheels), parents and kids who
are supported with supervised Skype visits with parents in
prison, people who have received food from our food pantry,
and people who have served us as participants in the Work
for the Dole program. How could we invite them to take the
next step in engaging with us?
So, we took a big risk. We contacted 100 of these assisted
individuals and families (‘hamper families’), and invited
them to attend our Hamper Service with a ‘host family’ that
we would assign to them. Then we matched them with families from Door of Hope.
Each host family called their hamper family to introduce
themselves, and to see whether they needed help with
transport to church. They either arranged transport, or met
them at the door, and served them morning tea in the foyer
before the service started. Then they would enjoy the service
together. The service would be carefully designed to relate
to unchurched people, with lots of carol singing and activities for the children, and a thoughtfully crafted message to
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explain the Gospel in everyday language. At the end of the
service, people who were not hosting a family would move
into the foyer for morning tea, while the host families then
assisted their hamper families to receive their hampers.
Understanding the chaos that many of these families live in,
we expected to have a high ‘no-show’ rate. Marcus, one of our
church family is a postman, and he borrowed a parcel delivery van, dressing it up with reindeer nose and antlers, so we
could deliver any hampers that weren’t collected on the day.
The day came, and we held our breath—not knowing how
many of our hamper families would show up. How many
deliveries would Marcus be making that afternoon?
The foyer buzzed with anticipation, Super Heroes children
shrieked with excitement when they spotted their ‘Big Buddies’ from camp, the singing was hearty, and the hampers
were distributed—all of the 100 hampers! Every single family
or individual turned up! Marcus’s van was empty!
Since that year, we have seen the relational connections we
have been able to build in this way, and we have continued
to run our hamper services so that we have much greater
interaction with the families we are serving. We consider
these families to be friends of Door of Hope, at the first stage
of our discipleship pathway.
The family of two of our Super Heroes children was hosted
one year by a couple who are also part of our keen Alpha
team—so they got talking and invited them to Alpha. Two
years later, these parents have now attended as volunteers
at Super Heroes camps, and have been helping out with the
Alpha course as well. The dad is now studying theology!
This year will be our sixth Hamper Service. Various suppliers
in our community support the initiative enthusiastically,
donating about half of the food needed.
We believe that our Hamper Service now welcomes the
stranger, demonstrating hospitality and sharing the true
meaning of Christmas—its message of grace and generosity.
Our prayer is that by providing this kind of support we
will be increasing the personal engagement of our church
family with the needy in our community, motivating us to
look beyond the comfort of the familiar and to be willing to
embrace our neighbours with the love of Jesus. ●

Going Out Into The World
Writer Duncan Becsi
The story of the incarnation is God with us, laughing with
friends and family, challenging the status quo, being caught
up in the ebb and flow of life and death, and finally—astonishingly, graciously—ushering in the Kingdom of God and
opening wide the doors to all who would come. This is in
every respect earth shattering news. It is ‘Good News’.

Make no mistake, when Jesus sends his followers into all the
world, the ADF is exactly that. Your ADF comprises people
who have come from many nations who subscribe to many
faiths, and who hold to many philosophies and doctrines.
When Jesus tells his disciples to go out in to all the world, I
reckon the ADF just about sums it up.

And yet for many men, women, and children, life goes
on unchanged. They remain seemingly unconvinced and
unmoved by the events that forever changed the course
of history.

As a Navy Chaplain, my task may have changed over the
years but the call to follow Jesus, to be a light in a dark place,
to live incarnationally if you like, is just as important and necessary now for the sake of the men and women who serve,
and their families, as it has ever been. As Paul writes, “How,
then, can they call on the one they have not believed in?
And how can they believe in the one of whom they have not
heard? And how can they hear without someone preaching to
them?” (Romans 10:14, NIV)

It seems that the story of the incarnation can do little to
change people’s lives if only it remains hidden in the pages
of scripture, or played out behind the closed doors of the
church. But it’s not that people aren’t welcome to enter those
doors; I know of no church communities who wouldn’t be
delighted to see new people come in and hear and see for
themselves what God is doing, and what he is yet to do.
None of this should surprise us, and it certainly hasn’t caught
God by surprise. Before the story of the incarnation was ever
captured in the pages of scripture, before the church began
to grow, Jesus, having lived with us, sent his followers out to
do just as he himself had done. “Go out…”
I say this because that is exactly what I and many others just
like me are doing. As an Australian Defence Force Chaplain,
I have the distinct honour of taking the message of Jesus
beyond the pages of scripture and the church community,
and going out among the men and women whose job it is to
defend, with force if necessary, the interests of Australia and
her people.
Not all ADF Chaplains are Christians, but those who are have
a unique opportunity to share the Gospel with an amazingly
diverse, mostly extraordinary, and increasingly unchurched
group of Australians. There was a time, not so long ago, when
the vast majority of serving members were Christian, if not
actually then most certainly nominally. This is no longer the
case. And while this remains the case it means that faithful
men and women who love Jesus will be called to go out as
Army, Navy, and RAAF Chaplains.
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Most serving men and women rarely step foot inside a church.
Unless they hear the Gospel and see the Gospel, sometimes in
the offer of a prayer when they are struggling, or the invitation
to come for a coffee and talk, or the advice given by the Chaplain to Command, or at a Sunday service when a small community gathers around the Chaplain as they open the Word
and prepare the Communion table in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean, they may never hear it. While there are faithful men
and women willing to ‘go out’ and follow Jesus, even in the
Australian Defence Force, there will be opportunities to share
the Good News to people who otherwise might not hear it.
To that end, on behalf of the 120+ Chaplains who serve in
the Army, Navy, and RAAF, and particularly on behalf of those
Chaplains who are Christians, whose message is truly ‘Good
News’, I value the prayers of faithful men and women who love
Jesus and want others to know him. Whether it is on a warship
ensuring the sea lanes remain open, or with those who help
to train Iraqi soldiers in their fight against ISIS, or alongside
the teams of people who keep our jets in the air, or even
back home in Australia in places like Fleet Command where I
currently work, Christian Chaplains covet your prayers and are
eager to see the Spirit of Jesus continue to change lives.
May your Christmas be a time of reflection, thanksgiving,
and joy. ●
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Courage

A final reflection
Writer Paul Cameron

Photo by Adam Trafford
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“…be strong and courageous…”
—Joshua 1:6, 7, 9, 18

D

uring the CCVT Renewal Challenge process (and since), much
has been made of our commitment to do better at building
Communities of Hope and Compassion (that might look like
churches we have known them) and at developing Leaders to
lead them (that might look like ministers or pastors we have known
them). This is an important emphasis, one that we must not lose sight
of, for Churches and Ministers—Communities and Leaders—are our core
business in CCVT; it’s all about the courage of the people of God, living
as a sign, witness, and foretaste of the Kingdom in a local community
and neighbourhood. Along with contextual mission and discipleship,
this has been our focus since our first church commenced at Prahran in
1853.
This long-term focus has led us over recent years to let go of several
previously long-held methods and tools.
Committed still to the concept of building community through camping,
we quite sensibly discerned that we are not in the business of running
and managing campsites. Since that decision, State Youth Games as
a camping experience has grown exponentially, and now serves many
others beyond CCVT. Income from the proceeds of the sale of campsites
previously owned and operated by CCVT continues to support CCVT’s ‘generations’-resourcing ministries among young adults, youth, and children.
Committed still to continuing the ministry of Jesus through the provision
of aged care services, we merged our services with those of our Queensland family, at the same time securing our ongoing equity in the properties. Since that decision, Queensland Churches of Christ Care have
provided first-class care for the aged and the ageing, all based on scale
and sustainability—something that was a struggle for us. The income
from the proceeds of the sale of a surplus facility makes a significant
contribution to the resourcing and management of CCVT’s neighbourhood engagement program, including CareWorks.
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Decisions like these were hard to make;
courage was necessary. There were
difficult conversations along the way,
resulting in some serious tension. Courage was required by the CCVT Board and
Staff. But the collective discernment was
correct; they were the right decisions.
They reminded us of why we exist as a
network of like-minded and like-spirited
communities, and as a movement.
And of course, all this is ‘standing on the
shoulders’ of all those who, with courage, commitment and sacrifice, started
breaking bread together in lounge
rooms and kitchens that over time
established churches that became the
spiritual and social hubs of towns and
suburbs and regional centres all around
Victoria and Tasmania. The DNA of our
movement incorporates this rich vein of
a pioneering spirit of imagination, innovation, experimentation, and risk.
We continue to see this spirit expressed
today. It appears in the courage of two
churches having conversations about
selling their properties, merging in
a central location and seeking new
leadership to help it happen. It appears
in young women and men accepting the
challenge and opportunity to be formed
for leadership through internship
cohorts and/or more formal theological
education. It’s in churches appointing
women into senior ministry and leadership roles and younger women and men
as elders or board or council members,
and in neighbouring churches gathering
together in clusters praying together
and listening for where God is at work
in their neighbourhood and region,
and to wonder what could be better
done together. It appears in churches
standing against domestic violence and
speaking up for asylum seekers and
refugees, and in preachers preaching a
wholistic gospel that speaks to heads
and hearts and motivates hands and
feet into action around the corner and
around the world. I see it in churches
that meet in schools and community
halls, who ‘bump in’ their instruments
and sound system and place chairs and
stack chairs and wonder each week if
they can use the facility next week and
as they grow and shrink and grow again
as they hit the challenges of space and
place and visibility.
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It is found in churches acknowledging
their fragility and being willing to invite
selfless conversations around stewardship and mission, revitalisation or
renewal, or even to dreaming of the
possibility of transferring their people,
property, and story assets to other
locations where opportunities lurk like
the pillar of cloud by day and the pillar
of fire by night that led God’s people
through the wilderness (Exodus 13:1722), and in churches that dream big
and seem to achieve big dreams, driven
as they are by a mission and vision that
is responsive to neighbourhood needs
(sometimes in a regional way), and that
celebrates gifts, passion and skills,
and a sense of team together, of both
volunteers and paid staff.
And, it is always in churches being
communities of love and acceptance
and grace and hospitality and where
there is room to slowly develop faith
through rich spiritual practices that
seem ancient and modern all at the
same time.
The list goes on…
Our DNA is expressed in a courageous
spirit of imagination, innovation, experimentation and risk. It was seen in the
shift from a per capita basis for the payment of ‘Affiliation Fees’ by churches to
the Ministry Contribution model, based
on a percentage of a church’s General
Offering Income. The benefit has been a
more consistent funding base for much
of the support offered to churches and
ministers by the CCVT Staff team.
It was once again evident in the courageous leadership of CCVT’s then peak
policy governance group as it facilitated
a long conversation about identity, purpose and belonging that resulted in the
initial 2012 Affinity document.
It also emerged later when, starting
with ‘Why?’, we asked ‘Why does CCVT
exist?’ ‘Why do we do the things we
do?’ And, ‘Why are we not doing other
things?’ Together we agreed that, quite
simply, CCVT exists to join in with the
mission of God, the missio Dei, reconciling people with God and each other
through Jesus Christ; living out God’s
dream for the world—his Kingdom, the

space where Christ and his Way reigns,
where righteousness and justice,
peace, joy, and shalom are increasingly
manifest. This was followed with the
‘How?’ questions, resulting in further
steps of courage as the old and clunky
CCVT governance structure, riddled with
a ‘silo mentality’, was reshaped into a
flatter, leaner, mission-propelled, more
integrated and aligned arrangement
that better reflects our movement’s
DNA; and the ‘What?’ questions that
designed the Renewal Challenge goal of
doing better at building Communities of
Hope and Compassion and developing
Leaders to lead them.
Affinity:2 was a further (and very recent)
step of courage. Affinity:2 spoke into
mission and purpose, autonomy and
accountability, stewardship, and ministry accreditation, and so now courage
is required by the CCVT Board and
Staff team to implement the strategies,
processes, and policies named there.
Animated by the courage and spirit
of interdependence the Apostle Paul
describes in 1 Corinthians 12, it will
include prayerfully discerning where the
energy and resources of Board and Staff
will be best invested as a gate-opener,
cheer-leader, and an apostolic incubator for local mission and ministry—after
all it is all about ‘local’. It may mean
saying no to ‘propping up’ churches
and congregations that are vulnerable
or have questionable viability, and at
the same time creating conversations
about how those resources can be
released for mission in that area with
a different ministry and leadership
model, or even in other areas where
opportunities are big, but resources
are small. It will mean churches displaying the courage required to support
the health and well-being and lifelong
learning experiences of their ministers
through Ministry Accreditation (and
Endorsement). And, it will be the provision by CCVT’s Board and Staff of a proactive rather than reactive leadership
to the movement, deliberately intended
to fulfil both the Great Commission of
Matthew 28:18-20 and the Great Commandment of Mark 12:28-34.
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Given the narrative of the movement we have our historical
genesis within—the Stone-Campbell Movement, a sometimes
‘Restoration Movement’, and our contemporary re-imagination of it as a ‘Renewal Movement’—there is much strength
inherent in who we are and who we are becoming. This
narrative is a generative one, for it is built on a generously
orthodox understanding and expression of the Gospel as we
seek to be a sign, witness, and foretaste of the Kingdom: we
are clear about ‘the Message’; we are always looking to gain
skills at discerning and engaging the ‘Mission Context’ (or
neighbourhood) where we are located; and we have the DNA
of holding ‘Methods’ quite lightly, of being adaptive, flexible
and responsive in our location in the light of our personal
and corporate call or vocation.

a Christendom-shaped ‘entitlement’ to be ‘dictating’ or
‘demanding’ Christian beliefs, values, and morals for society,
and that this is much like the world the ‘early church’ lived
and flourished within (and it just might be where God works
best). As author Scott Sauls writes in From Weakness to
Strength, “Historically Christians have most influenced society not as some sort of ‘moral majority’ but as a life-giving,
love-driven minority.”

It is from this narrative that our movement DNA emerged, and
keeps on emerging; it is this DNA that generates the courage
and strength that is required to be obedient to the call that
God has placed on us a movement. This is demonstrated
in a culture (or deeper story) of invitation and experimentation evoked by the flexibility, fluidity and freedom of ‘our
way of doing things’ (usually centre out, bottom up, rather
than top down); a high value of conversations where all are
listened to in free speech; being a ‘mixed economy church’
where a broad range of diverse, ‘traditional’, contemporary
and creative churches and mission agencies are fostered
and supported, as well as leadership styles and shapes; a
smaller movement size that offers greater agility than larger
‘tribes’; the practice of hospitality as a profound value for
CCVT—we welcome like-minded and like-spirited groups and
their leaders.

Courage is needed to challenge any manifestation of an idiosyncratic, isolationist independence of churches, ministers
and leaders including any emergence of ‘fundamentalist’
positions that bring an uncompromising spirit to ‘the way we
(should) do church’ and ‘the way we (should) lead churches’.

And of course in these days courage is needed to successfully engage, understand, and serve the broader cultural
context where blows the winds (or tsunamis!) of secularism,
consumerism, self-ism, multiculturalism, and multi-faith; a
culture where ‘the Church’ and Christians are increasingly
marginalised, lampooned, and at times ‘judged’—and the
awareness that this means we must let go of any trace of

Courage is also needed in the prevailing Christian cultural
context, where there is an all too common inadequacy of
personal spiritual formation and practices, and therefore
similarly inadequate and ill-prepared leadership and ministry
formation and, consequently, mission.

Courage will be required to test, on the one hand, any inappropriate demonstration of the mutual ministry/priesthood
of all believers elements of our DNA that results in a sort of
‘lowest common denominator social democracy’ that devalues, disrespects, and dishonours leadership and, on the
other, any inappropriate and isolated claiming by individuals
of an ‘apostolic’ gifting, for the risk of self-appointed, self-absorbed, selfish, so-called ‘apostolic’ rock-star leaders taking
or being handed ministry and leadership roles also devalues,
disrespects, and dishonours leadership—and both can cause
mission drift and inertia.
Called as we are in Psalm 126:1 to be as the people of God,
“like those who dream”, let me repeat a prophetic word from
a few years back. Based on a balcony view some of us have,
it is a dream that emerges from that perspective for CCVT
Board and Staff.
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“And, we pray daily that by his grace, as Jesus-followers
and as a movement, we may have a small part to play in
the Kingdom coming on Earth as it is in Heaven.”
In the spirit of God’s dream for the
world, I invite you to reconsider these
words, a little updated since first
shared a few years back.
When, in 2023, 2027, 2053 and other
signpost years ahead, people in those
inevitable ‘once upon a time’ moments
reflect on this season, what will they say
about these times, our churches, this
Movement, this new season? For those
who have eyes to see (and ears to hear),
our dream is that these are some of the
words that will be said of the pioneers
and visionaries of this new season:
Once upon a time, in 2018, churches
chose to be transformed into Communities of Hope and Compassion, joining
in with the mission of God, the missio
dei, reconciling people with God and
each other through Jesus Christ; living
out God’s dream for the world—his
Kingdom, the space where Christ and
his Way reigns, where righteousness
and justice, peace, joy and shalom are
increasingly manifest.
Once upon a time, in 2018, churches
becoming Communities of Hope and
Compassion let go of ‘sacred cows’,
learnt it was more about collaboration
than competition; more about people
than buildings; more about relationships than positions; more about
Kingdom than church; more about the
reign of God than the reign of tradition,
or of this or that family, or of this or that
worship style; more about humbly serving than power and control; more about
mission than maintenance, and that it
was more about Monday to Saturday
than Sunday.
Once upon a time, in 2018, churches
chose to stop being an inward-looking country club and began to build
Communities of Hope and Compassion,
moving into neighbourhoods; like
Jesus, meeting around the tables of
neighbours and new and old friends,
rather than expecting them to come to
our Table.
12 | The Edition

Once upon a time, in 2018, Communities of Hope and Compassion began
releasing every woman and man,
younger and older, to join in with the
mission of God, according to their
spiritual gifting and passion rather than
any position or appointment; forging an
order of local missionaries, a grassroots community volunteer network of
mission, mutual ministry, pastoral care,
and support that included everybody in
its orbit of hope and compassion.
Once upon a time, in 2018, Communities of Hope and Compassion began
developing Leaders to lead them in the
Way of Jesus, the Way of the Kingdom;
Leaders, who sometimes might be (or
have been) called Ministers, whose
primary gifting is Apostle, Prophet, and
Evangelist and not only Pastor/Teacher,
for it was agreed that there were more
than enough therapists and co-dependent relationships between those
wanting and providing therapy.
Once upon a time, in 2018, Communities of Hope and Compassion began
releasing the people formerly known
as Ministers to be Leaders who were
actually allowed to lead; Leaders who
were freely encouraged to join in with
the mission of God and to coach and to
mentor others to do the same…
Once upon a time, in 2018…
Finally, given that these are the final
words I will write for you as Executive
Officer of CCVT, I have been wondering,
what should those last words be?
Yes, I have made some suggestions
in the above about ways we need to
show courage in the future. I hope they
haven’t been too definitive or didactic,
but it seemed good to me and the Holy
Spirit to say it like this. However, can I
say that I have no need to see this brief
piece as an overblown personal manifesto (or defence of the last 14 years!),
or misquoting the words of some
friends, a prescription of my preferred

“shape of things to come”. I must admit
I am a little anxious that some of this
piece could already be read or perceived that way.
Of course, I could simply leave it all
unfinished, completely open-ended.
This could be a provocative way of
acknowledging the exciting reality that
God isn’t finished with CCVT yet, that
he is (to state the obvious) continuing to write the story of the world, the
Kingdom and where our Movement fits
into it all. I must admit, I was tempted
to do that…
However I have decided, maybe not
unexpectedly for some, to conclude
with the lyrics of a song and, if I must, I
apologise that they are the words of Bob
Dylan. They are found in a song on his
2009 Together Through Life recording.
His words steal my breath away. They
fill my heart. They echo deep within my
soul, for when it is all said and done,
I (and we) hold on by the slender (yet
strong, all at the same time) thread
of faith, to this dream of God, God’s
dream for the world, his Kingdom.
And, we pray daily that by his grace, as
Jesus-followers and as a movement,
we may have a small part to play in the
Kingdom coming on Earth as it is in
Heaven.
I think Bob Dylan articulates this with a
warm yet stark beauty. In ‘This Dream of
You’, he seems to be talking about the
Kingdom—this mercurial, now and not
yet Kingdom. I find echoes of this song
in my own life and work, and that of our
Movement: “I’ll run this race until my
Earthly death”, I’ll proclaim the Kingdom, “and defend this (P)lace with my
dying breath / All I have and all I know /
Is this dream of (Y)ou / Which keeps me
living on.”

Photo by Adam Trafford
How long can I stay
In this nowhere café
‘fore night turns into day?
I wonder why I’m so frightened of dawn
All I have and all I know
Is this dream of you which keeps me living on
There’s a moment when
All old things become new again
But that moment might have come and gone
All I have and all I know
Is this dream of you which keeps me living on
I look away but I keep seeing it
I don’t want to believe
But I keep believing it
Shadows dance upon the wall
Shadows that seem to know it all

Am I too blind to see
Is my heart playing tricks on me?
I’m lost in the crowd, all my tears are gone
All I have and all I know
Is this dream of you which keeps me living on
Everything I touch
Seems to disappear
Everywhere I turn, you are always here
I’ll run this race until my Earthly death
I’ll defend this place with my dying breath
From a cheerless room
In a curtain gloom, I saw a star from Heaven fall
I turned and looked again but it was gone
All I have and all I know
Is this dream of you which keeps me living on

Songwriter: Bob Dylan. Lyrics © Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC

That’s it. That’s “all I have and all I know”; that’s all we have and know. This
dream of the Kingdom; God’s dream for the world.
And I invite you to live in this place of courage—personally, as people working out
what it means to follow Jesus in these crazy days of the 21st Century—and corporately, as Communities of Hope and Compassion.
This new season requires people of courage and Communities of Courage. ●
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The Head And
The Heart
Writer Josh Bond
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I

was walking through Mathare slum in Kenya with one
of our local partners and good friend Charles. Charles
was born and raised in the slum, which is home to well
over half a million people. As we were walking through one
of the main streets, discussing various topics and exchanging stories, he pointed out a large building situated within
the slum. It was a library and had been constructed several
years earlier. It stood out among the tin sheds that make up
most people’s homes and places of business. The library was
several stories high and well resourced—full of books, materials, and computers. Problem was it was vacant, unused and
locked up. It turns out it was implemented and funded by
Europeans who wanted to do something for the community.
To make a difference. To change the world. Sound familiar?
Sadly, this wasn’t the first time I had come across such a
story or experienced something like this. I could write a book
full of such examples where outside, well intended people
have engaged in a project that looks good from afar, but
does little to impact the community. No doubt I have been
guilty of similar but ineffective activities at different points in
my life.
It has been said that the longest distance that exists in the
world is between the head and the heart. Perhaps this is true
for those of us who engage with poor communities. No doubt
there can be a great disconnect; a disconnect between what
we think is best for those in need and what is best. Between
what we want and what people need. In other words, we
have become great at giving and doing what we want rather
than partnering for what people need. We have made a fine
art of it, even created an industry as the film makers of Poverty Inc. recently documented. This is a very real challenge to
those of us who strive to follow Jesus, his teachings and the
almost two thousand references in the Bible that direct us to
respond to the poor and oppressed.
The difference between the head and heart is obvious
anatomically. The head is home to the brain amongst other
important parts of the body and our heart pumps blood to the
rest of the body to deliver oxygen and nutrients and remove
carbon dioxide and other waste. On another level there are
also some interesting differences. Our head is where thought
takes place. Rationale, reason, intelligence, planning, reflection, and strategy. In contrast, the heart is the place where
love, compassion, mercy, justice, and service is said to spring
from. The Bible contains no shortage of references to the
human heart in this context (see Proverbs 4:23 and Matthew
6:21). If we are truly to serve those who are in need in our
world, then we need both the head and the heart.
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Heart Without The Head
In the mid-to-late 20th century it was
still largely unheard of to take a group
of people from one side of the world
to the other, drop in, stay for two
weeks, ‘do mission’, and then leave.
Travel and technology simply did not
allow for this on a practical level and
the cost in most cases would not have
been justified even if possible. Fast
forward to the 21st century and we find
ourselves travelling at unprecedented
levels, often long distances to remote
destinations across the world. This has
also coincided with the rise of volunteerism, overseas mission trips, gap
year programs, cross cultural experiences, ecotourism, and other impacttype trips.
In 2014, I along with a few others
conducted a study of the private secondary schools in Western Australia.
A few things became clear. First, the
increasing number of school groups
who were travelling huge distances
to undertake a project or volunteer
in a foreign community (one College
was running on average nine trips
per year). Second, the enormous cost
involved which we estimated to be
$22.5 million annually. Lastly, we
explored the type of trips or activities
undertaken. We discovered it typically
takes the form of practical work such
as constructing a building or volunteering at an orphanage. Robert and
Joseph Priest are examples of others
who have conducted similar but more
comprehensive research, reaching
similar conclusions.
This style of ‘mission’ or activity is nothing new, and for the most part emerges
out of the best of intentions. Although
local people may well stand by in awe,
often they are left with an increased
sense of inferiority. In most cases this
does more harm than good. So much
so it has led the World Bank and UN
to release reports on the danger and
destruction of this type of tourism. Simply put, these activities have the great
tendency to disempower local people.
Development experts like Steve Corbett
and Brian Fikkert argue that we get poor
people to become dependent on us.
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We break the golden rule of development by doing for people what they
should and could do for themselves.
Schools are not the only ones engaging
in such activities. Churches, volunteer
associations, and sporting organisations are also sending thousands of
teams internationally on an annual
basis. Churches especially have
become great at reducing missional
outreach and activities to a two-week
trip overseas. Sadly, it has also come at
the expense of engaging with the needs
within their local community. For some,
‘mission’ equals ‘passport’.
It would be hard to argue that everyone
travelling on such programs intends
to do damage. This is simply not the
case, and there are obvious benefits
which many of us have experienced
firsthand. For instance, cross cultural
relationships and a deeper appreciation of what we often take for granted.
Lives have been transformed by this.
Nonetheless, we must consider our
motivations and critically evaluate that
what we are doing is building community and not destroying it. The heart
without the head can be a lot like our
golden retriever—energetic, loving, and
well-meaning but with footprints of
destruction left all over the house and
garden. I wonder how often as groups
we stop to analyse what our footprint is
and the effects of our activities.
Fortunately, many are doing this and
in recent times we have seen a shift
in the way many engage in short term
trips. Initiate Australia, an organisation
I am a part of, have changed the way we
engage, particularly overseas. Larger
organisations like World Vision and
Compassion focus more heavily on stories and relationships rather ‘doing’ or
undertaking a project. A recent article
published through the ABC interestingly
highlighted how World Challenge will
no longer offer trips to orphanages to
avoid such negative effects.
The heart without the head has the
tendency to reduce the poor and vulnerable to objects and recipients of our
charity. It disempowers people.

Head Without The Heart
Since 2011, our organisation has run
a scholarship program that invests in
senior high school students that have
a passion to make a difference. Each
year we take a team of young leaders
overseas to spend time learning from
our local partners, building relationships and engaging in mutually empowering activities. Our goal is to invest in
the students over the long term, so we
see the trip experience as simply the
starting point rather than a culmination
or climax of a missional endeavour.
On one of the trips, the team was
debriefing one evening with the local
community, many of whom live in
extreme poverty. Usually these conversations are both empowering for
our local partners and humbling for
the team. On this occasion, one of the
students said, “I know what’s wrong
with the community, it’s simple and I
know how to fix it.” After 48 hours in
the community and having read a few
text books on international relations
and politics at university, this person
felt they were equipped with all the
answers. At times, I too have held a
similar attitude, so this was a key learning point for all.
Interestingly, we don’t read stories of
Jesus dumping down solutions, outlining
what was wrong, or saying what needed
to be fixed. Rather we read about him
being moved by love and compassion.
We encounter a different attitude. The
outworking was a response that invited
people in, created participation, and
empowered the broken.
Even with all the expertise, research,
projects, and so-called silver bullet
solutions, poverty still exists. This illustrates the complexity of it on a global
scale. The head alone is not enough—
no academic has solved poverty. As
such the head without the heart is a
dangerous place because it creates
power which is at odds with humility.
We need to continually find a way to
use the head without losing the heart.
The head without the heart has the
tendency to rob the dignity of others
and dehumanize them. It also disempowers people.

“When the head and heart align I believe there are several things that become evident. There is a commitment to
incarnational ministry and investment in local people.”

Head And Heart
Over the weekend my wife, 20-month-old daughter Isabella,
and I went to the local carols by candlelight. Towards the end
the chaplain from the private school briefly shared a word of
encouragement. I must admit I didn’t pay too much attention (at the time Isabella was more interested in testing out
gravity at the top of the stairs) but he did say something that
stuck. “We come to a time of the year where we reflect on the
mystery of the incarnation…” It is indeed a mystery.
Jesus walking the earth also leaves us a challenging example of how to engage in complex issues of injustice. Lindy
Backues from Eastern University in Philadelphia, explains
this in depth in his discussion on the incarnation as motif for
development practice and work amongst the poor. He writes,
“While today’s society at-large emphasises upward mobility,
the incarnational motif counters with downward mobility
as the mark of its success and discernible servitude as its
outgrowth.”
I recall sitting in a lecture during my time at Eastern when
we were challenged to stop and think about how Jesus spent
thirty years in preparation to do three years of ‘ministry’. I
had never considered this, let alone in the context of development work. If Jesus spent that long in preparation, in community, enmeshed in relationship with people, what does it
say to those of us who engage cross-culturally and about how
invest our resources?
That same day I walked with Charles past the empty library
in Mathare slum I encountered a different picture a kilometre
away, on the other side of the slum. There I was introduced
to a different looking library made of old rusted shipping
containers, also full of books and other resources including
second hand laptops, music and sports equipment. Most
importantly though, there were people—lots of them. I spent
several hours listening to stories of the project Charles and
some of his friends had started and the impact it was having.

I asked him, “Why would they build that when this is here?”
He responded, “Guess you don’t know if you don’t ask. They
never asked.” That night I couldn’t help but wonder what it
would have looked like if the resources that were poured into
the vacant library had been invested into Charles’ project.
When the head and heart align I believe there are several
things that become evident. There is a commitment to incarnational ministry and investment in local people. We will also
begin to redefine poverty and other issues of injustice not
through the eyes of the rich but through the eyes of the poor
and oppressed (see Waking with the Poor by Bryant Myers,
and Pedagogy of the Oppressed by Paulo Freire). When this
happens, solutions begin to look different and become effective because how we define and understand poverty will premise how we respond. The same can be said of other injustices.
Language will also shift where such phrases like ‘donor-recipient’ are replaced with investment and partnership.
Catalyst
The context of our world today demands leadership and
people who are willing to be creative, innovative and
responsive to the complexity of injustice that we see around
us. We must be committed to educational platforms and
courses that educate both the head and the heart. That
combines action and reflection. I am excited to be a part of
a university program called Catalyst at Stirling Theological
College which seeks to do this. Along with a few like-minded
people, we have created Catalyst as a learning environment
that invites a deeper understanding of God’s heart for the
world, and a platform that provides an opportunity for
students to discover their gifts, develop their passion and
impact the world around them. ●
For more information about Catalyst, visit catalyst.edu.au.
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Kids With Hope
Writer Gabriel Hingley
As a dad with three children in primary school this year, I
have experienced first-hand what it means to be part of a
close-knit school community. There are the school pick-ups,
where you get to chat to other mums and dads. There are the
assemblies, where you celebrate kids getting awards (and
secretly hope the speeches don’t go on too long). And then
there are those spontaneous (or highly planned) play dates
after school, where a child wants to spend more time with
friends they have just spent the whole day with!

Blackburn, Victoria

However, as with any community, there are those on the
margins. There are children with mums or dads who are
more notable for their absence than their presence, there are
those who may never get awards because they struggle with
challenging life circumstances, and there are those for whom
having a friend is a foreign concept.

She recalls her first visit to the school to see her new mentee.
She hadn’t nominated any preferred gender or age for the
child, so she had no idea who to expect. A little girl in Grade
1 was there to meet her. She looked not only shy but downtrodden. As the mentor got to know her, she were surprised
at the girl’s limited experience in life—things that children
might take for granted as part of normal childhood were
absent in this young person’s life.

As Neighbourhood Engagement Catalyst for CCVT, I am
interested in what pathways are there for churches to be a
generous and supportive presence in communities such
as those we find in schools. Supportive not only to those
who are doing well and thriving in life, but also present to
those who are doing it tough, who perhaps feel like they are
totally alone. This is where I believe Kids Hope Aus provides
an opportunity for churches to reach out and support their
local school communities, motivated by their faith to love
people. With this in mind, I interviewed four people (whose
names have been removed to protect the identity of children)
from different churches in our movement to find out what it is
about Kids Hope Aus mentoring that works so well, and how
these interactions help us care for hurting children.
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One mentor came to Melbourne with her family from interstate just two years ago, settling into Blackburn. She wanted
to find something to do in the place where God had sent
them. That’s when she came across Kids Hope Aus. Her
church has been involved in Kids Hope Aus for many years,
partnering with a local primary school and providing a team
of mentors (this mentor is one of 7) to visit each week.

However, after having met with this girl each week over the
course of this year, the mentor has noticed a remarkable
change. Today when she visits her mentee, the girl’s whole
body language communicates excitement and hope. “When
I come, her whole face lights up. Her friends point and say
excitedly, ‘Look who’s here!’”
This mentor feels strongly that the local church has a responsibility to demonstrate non-judgemental, unconditional love,
so that children know that they don’t have to get As at school
or have lots of money—they have worth simply because
God made them. When I ask her what impact mentoring has

had on her own life, she says it has given them an amazing
opportunity to disciple her two teenage children into what it
looks like to follow Jesus. One of them can’t wait to turn 18
so they can be old enough to be a Kids Hope Aus mentor too.
The beauty of the Kids Hope Aus mentoring program is the
simplicity of it: what you see is what you get. It’s just one
child for one hour once a week. It sounds simple, but the
impact can be huge. As one mentor commented, “because
it’s just one-on-one, you think you’re only impacting one person. But if lots of people are mentoring, that’s lots of young
people having a positive influence in their lives!” Combine
that with a long-term relationship of trust built between the
church and the school, and you have a recipe for significant
neighbourhood transformation .
Dandenong, Victoria
Two mentors in Dandenong have been going into the local
primary school for the last 2 years as Kids Hope Aus mentors.
When asked by his mentee what he did for work, one said he
was a pastor. The boy thought this was hilarious, imagining
him as a bowl of spaghetti!
But jokes aside, he believes the food metaphor is a good one
in terms of describing the impact of being a Kids Hope Aus
mentor. While you may not see dramatic changes in a child’s
life as a result of the program, the simple act of being present
for them is like salt within meat—there is a preserving nature
to the program. Thus the behaviour of one of his mentees,
who at the beginning was quite rebellious and anti-social in
class, has been tempered by his non-anxious presence each
week. And the mentor has also changed as a result of the
experience—he is slowly learning to play computer games!
The mentor’s natural tendency to be a pastor in every situation means that his role in the school spills beyond the
mentoring, as teachers discover in him a listening ear with
whom they can debrief difficult experiences.
Devonport, Tasmania
This mentor has been involved with Kids Hope Aus for 7
years, and her church community has been running the
program at a local primary school for 10 years. The longevity
of the church faithfully serving this school has built huge
dividends of trust between the two communities. Even just
last week, this mentor delivered several big washing baskets
full of Christmas goodies to the school, which will be given
to each mentee’s family. Four of those hampers will also be
given out to families in need at the school’s discretion.
But the giving is not just in one direction. The teacher of this
mentor’s mentee just gave her a present as a way of thanking her for mentoring their student. Some of the kids who
are mentored struggle to gain social standing in their class
because of their marginalised background. This mentor has
found it helpful in mentoring sessions to do a cooking activity with the child. They always make enough for the mentee
to then go into class and share the final product with their
peers. She says this provides the child with an opportunity
to be generous and share with others what they have, which
can help improve their social situation.

Horsham, Victoria
A church in Horsham has been running Kids Hope Aus for 12
years and this mentor has been involved right from the outset. Her first mentee is about to turn 20! When I asked her if
she has had experience of a mentee wanting to continue the
connection beyond primary school, she went into effusive
delight over the phone about this girl whom she mentored for
four and a half years. Before transitioning to high school, this
girl was sad that her family were not going to be celebrating
a birthday. This mentor responded by organising a birthday
party, with permission from the family, for the mentee. This
tradition continued for three years. But even today, if this
person sees this mentor on the street, she will run up and
give her unrestrained hugs!
This mentoris clear that the program couldn’t continue without the power of prayer. Sometimes mentors can go through
challenging times with their mentee. But every mentor on the
team has a prayer partner with whom they can pray. Added to
this, the church as a whole regularly pray for their Kids Hope
Aus mentors.
Lydia Harb, CEO of Kids Hope
“Frederick Douglass, abolitionist and statesman, said, ‘It is
easier to build strong children than to repair broken men.’
“I strongly believe that Kids Hope Australia (KHA) is the next
wave for churches to support children through the largest
community hub in the country—local schools. It is a great
way for churches to reach out and work with schools for the
benefit of kids who are doing it tough and need some time
and care, and to know they are special. We feel privileged
that state schools across Australia are asking for the KHA
program to be offered in their school and want to partner
with the local church to make it happen.
“KHA is a safe vehicle for churches to reach out and support
their local community in a powerful way, positively impacting what I see as a generation in crisis. My favourite way
of describing the need for KHA is that kids who are loved
at home go to school to learn, and those who aren’t go to
school to be loved.
“Having gone through a tough couple of years of establishing a sustainable model for KHA, we are now excited about
our next chapter as we look to significantly grow the number
of vulnerable children who are being mentored by a caring,
Christian mentor who is living out their faith and supporting
little children in need . My hope is that many more churches
will catch the vision and get involved in creating a positive
future for thousands of vulnerable children throughout Australia.”
If you or your church are not already involved in this program,
I encourage you to consider this ministry. There are currently
more schools in Victoria and Tasmania crying out for mentors
than there are churches to provide them. Please contact
Lydia at lydia@kidshopeaus.org.au for further information on
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The Twelve Links
of Christmas
Writer Kylie Kendall
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It has taken me a long time to write this article. It isn’t
because it is difficult to write, or because it isn’t important.
It’s more that there have been so many other things that
are equally important. Many of us live in a world where the
continual influx of calls, visitors, meetings, and emails on
a variety of topics means there is a constant reshuffling of
priorities. Now we are in December so the whole Christmas
season is upon us—hello to final meetings for the year,
Christmas parties, and extra church services!

2. Redbook

Any of this sound familiar? I don’t think I am alone in this.
Many of us operate this way, especially when we are in
roles where a strong motivator is the desire to help others.
Everything seems important and you want to help everyone
straight away! It’s not the old ‘your call is important to us’,
but more that ‘the spirit is willing but the body is weak’!

In 2017, we have been updating the Redbook, including adding lots of new Inspection Records, issuing new folders, and
conducting reviews and training. Thank you for your patience
while we roll this out.

So, in the spirit of time saving I have decided to give you the
12 Links of Christmas!
It’s a few of my favourite Safe Places resources for church
leaders! There are many topics that could be included in this
list, but these are the ones that I hope are the most helpful
to a variety of ministries. Some are good websites to save
as bookmarks in your internet browser for future research.
Some are opportunities for free or reduced price online
training. Others are flagging an upcoming change to a policy
or legislation that affects all Affiliates. Others are simply a
great time-saving device, helping your already busy staff and
volunteers to work smarter not harder!
1. Food Safety
Food poisoning is quite common and can be very serious
as it can cause severe illness and sometimes even death.
Christmas celebrations often centre around food, and many
churches hold Christmas meals for the congregation or the
wider community. Many also hold fundraising activities that
involve the sale of food such as sausage sizzles, cake stalls,
and fetes. We want as many people to be involved in these
kinds of activities as possible, but don’t let your gift of hospitality be the gift that keeps on giving gastro!
Make sure you have good food safety practice in place and
that everyone responsible for food handling or preparation
understands the basics. Do Food Safely is a free online
training resource for people working with food. It provides
information about safe food handling (it’s also available in
Arabic, Chinese, and Vietnamese languages). dofoodsafely.
health.vic.gov.au/welcome.php
It might also be time to update any signage you have in your
kitchen or the instructions you give to generous home cooks
who are donating delicious treats (i.e. what labelling is put
on products). You can find some great resources online at bit.
ly/FoodSafetyResources and dhhs.tas.gov.au/publichealth/
food_safety.

The Redbook is one of your tools for managing lots of different risks at your church or agency. The Redbook is a free,
self-auditing system covering building compliance, Work
Health & Safety, and Safe Places Practices. Each Redbook is
tailored to your property, programs, and ministries. It tells
you what you need to do, when you need to do it, and gives
you a place to record what you have done.

Is your Redbook manual up to date? Are the contact details
current so you can receive the manual via a church email
address? If you have any questions about the Redbook
Manual, or need to update contact details, please contact
redbook@churchesofchrist.org.au or call 9488 8800.
3. Safe Church Awareness Workshops
As per the CCVT Safe Places Policy, the Chair of the church
or agency’s governing body, the Senior Minister or leader,
the Safety Contact Person, and the person responsible for
children’s ministry at each Affiliate must attend a National
Council of Churches of Australia (NCCA) Safe Church Awareness Workshop. CCVT also recommends that all leaders and
volunteers including pastors, elders, deacons, leadership
teams, ministry leaders, pastoral carers and those working
with children and youth attend a Safe Church Awareness
Workshop as a minimum training requirement for doing ministry. (Note, though, that these workshops are not suitable
for people under the age of 15.)
Topics include foundations and principles of a safe church;
protecting vulnerable people, looking at definitions, indicators, and response procedures; information about training,
recruiting, and supervising safe leaders; and how to establish and run safe environments for church ministry programs.
See dates of existing workshops at bit.ly/SafeChurchWorkshopsVicTas . And, if you are interested in hosting a SCAW at
your church, view the Host Church Info Sheet at churchesofchrist.org.au/scaw or email safeplaces@churchesofchrist.
org.au.
4. Protective Behaviours
One of the recommendations that is always made at Safe
Church Awareness Workshops is that leaders do further
training in their specific area of ministry. This is one such
opportunity!
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On Thursday 22 February 2018, we are running a Child
Protection & Protective Behaviours workshop for all leaders
working in Children’s ministry. This presentation will teach
participants the internationally acclaimed Protective Behaviours Child Safety Program in a Christian context. The overall
aim of the program is to prevent abuse occurring, and to
empower children to speak out in order that the necessary
pastoral and therapeutic care can be provided.
The keynote speaker is Andrea Musulin. Andrea is regarded
as a powerful trainer and successful advocate and innovator
in the prevention of child sexual abuse and was inducted
into the WA International Women’s Hall of Fame for her
dedication as a pioneer and leader in the child protection
arena. She resigned from WA Police to take up the role of
Safeguarding Director for the Perth Catholic Archdiocese and
to continue her work with the Western Australian Child Protection Society. Andrea has also been heavily involved with
Protective Behaviours WA Inc, WA’s leading child protection
education and training organisation for 22 years. Andrea has
written and co-written several resources for parents and professional publications that are now used by the Department
of Education and other schools across Australia and internationally in combating child sexual abuse. Andrea has worked
with government and non-government organisations in
developing and writing child protection policies, procedures,
and processes. Don’t miss this amazing training opportunity.
churchesofchrist.org.au/ChildProtectionWorkshop
5. CCVT Website
Did you know that the CCVT website has dedicated web
pages for church leaders including Church Secretaries, Treasurers, and Elders? A rich part of the deeper story of Churches
of Christ is ‘mutual ministry’ or ‘the priesthood of all believers’. This means that everybody is gifted and important,
including those with the gift of leadership who are called to
“equip believers, releasing them to participate in ministry
and mission on the basis of their giftedness and capacity.”
CCVT greatly values all people who provide leadership as
volunteers, faithfully contributing to the mission and ministries of their community over and above the ministry and
mission performed in their workplace. If you are serving in
one of these roles, or are considering it, check out some of
the resources available to you at churchesofchrist.org.au/
leadership.
6. SAFER
In recent years, the Australian media has shone a spotlight
on violence within the home. Communities have rallied to the
cause. But many church members have not yet been able to
wrestle with the idea that they are likely to have victims—and
abusers—sitting next to them in Sunday services. SAFER, a
new online resource from Common Grace, is intended to help
Christian leaders and congregations understand, identify and
respond to domestic and family violence. Check them out at
saferresource.org.au.
Online Domestic and Family violence training is also available ecraf.globalvision.com.au/module01 and dvalert.org.au.
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7. Reportable Conduct Scheme
Victoria now has a Reportable Conduct Scheme. The Scheme
requires certain organisations that provide services or
conduct activities related to children to notify the Commission for Children and Young People about all allegations of
child abuse and child related misconduct made against their
employees, volunteers, or contractors. It also requires organisations to undertake an investigation into any allegations
and allows the Commission to oversee those investigations.
There are five types of reportable conduct: a sexual offence
committed against, with, or in the presence of a child
(whether or not a criminal proceeding in relation to the
offence has been commenced or concluded); sexual misconduct committed against, with, or in the presence of a child;
physical violence committed against, with, or in the presence
of a child; any behaviour that causes significant emotional or
psychological harm to a child; significant neglect of a child.
If you in a senior leadership role at your church or agency,
you must learn about this new scheme. ccyp.vic.gov.au/
reportable-conduct-scheme
8. ChildSafe Online Training
ChildSafe is a harm prevention charity, that sets standards
for the wellbeing of children and provides practical tools
to help community organisations keep children safe. It is a
requirement of all people working with children at a Churches
of Christ Vic/Tas church or agency that they complete training in child abuse identification and response. If you have
volunteers working in children’s ministry who are unable to
attend a Safe Church Awareness Workshop, consider having
them do some online training through ChildSafe. childsafe.
e3learning.com.au
Don’t pay the full price though—you are eligible for the
discounted rate of $20 per person (RRP: $38.50). Contact
safeplaces@churchesofchrist.org.au for further details and
your promo code.
9. Cyber Safety
ThinkUKnow is a free, evidence-based cyber safety program
that provides presentations to Australian parents, carers,
teachers, and students. It provides information on the technologies young people use, the challenges they may face
and, importantly, how they can be overcome. The aim is to
provide you with the tools to create a safer online environment for young people in your care. Our presentations cover
what young people say, see and do online. Free presentations are delivered face to face or digitally. The presentations
cover topics such as social media reputation management,
cyberbullying, ‘sexting’, online grooming, online gaming,
inappropriate content, privacy management, identity theft,
how to protect your devices, and how to report matters when
things go wrong. The program bridges the knowledge gap
between adults and young people so that everyone has an
understanding of the roles they play and what they can do if
something goes wrong online. thinkuknow.org.au

“Central to the journey of transformational
leadership is the light that can be found through
the twin gifts of imagination and experimentation,
the heart of which is innovation.”

10. Fire Wardens
Christmas time at Church often sees a higher use of candles
and BBQs—not to mention the fact that attendance goes
up and we see bigger crowds in services. There is never a
better time to make sure people know how to put out a fire!
Not knowing where the extinguishers are or how to use them
takes up vital minutes in an emergency and can result in
small but manageable fires growing quickly out of control.
Give your staff, leaders, and ushers some vital training by
contacting Statcom Systems, statcomsystems.com.au/training, or the Church of Christ Insurance website, bit.ly/EasyInductFireSafety.
11. Elder Abuse
Elder abuse is any act which causes harm to an older person
and is carried out by someone they know and trust such as a
family member or friend. The abuse may be physical, social,
financial, psychological, or sexual and can include mistreatment and neglect. Elder abuse is much more common than
our society has traditionally admitted. Much of the problem
has been hidden, undefined, and under reported. While
elder abuse is not a new problem, our society is increasingly
recognising and describing ‘elder abuse’ as a range of situations involving the maltreatment or neglect of older people
by people they should be able to trust. The United Nations
designated June 15 as World Elder Abuse Awareness Day. It
is the main day in the year when the world voices its opposition to the abuse and suffering inflicted on older people.
Consider what opportunities are there to raise awareness in
you church community. An increasing number of activities
and events are held across the globe on this day to raise
awareness of elder abuse, and highlight ways to challenge
such abuse.

The Victorian Government is acting to overcome elder abuse by
working with service providers, professionals and the community through the Elder Abuse Prevention and Response Initiative. Their free online training is ideal for anyone working with
older people such as those in Seniors Ministry or those doing
pastoral care (elderabuseprevention.e3learning.com.au). In
Tassie, Advocacy Tasmania operate the Tasmanian Elder Abuse
Helpline on behalf of the Tasmanian Government. advocacytasmania.org.au/our-services
12. First Aid
It might be the last thing anyone wants to think about, but
medical emergencies can happen when we least expect them—
even at church! Make sure your church or agency is meeting its
legal and moral duty of care by having adequately trained First
Aiders at all services, programs and activities—this is literally
a life skill!
There are many training organisations that provide First Aid
Training including St John Ambulance in Victoria, stjohnvic.com.
au, and Tasmania, stjohntas.org.au. Their websites are a great
place to find additional resources such as posters, info sheets,
first aid kits, signage, first aid equipment, and servicing.
I hope you’ve found something useful for your context in these
Twelve(ish) Links of Christmas! ●
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The Complexities Of Christmas
Writers Polly Tan and Leanne Quinlivan
What does being incarnational in aged care mean? The Biblical understanding of ‘incarnation’ is that “the Word became
flesh and dwelt among us” (John 1:14). The key foundation
of Christianity belief is that Jesus, God’s “one and only Son”
“became flesh” and entered the world, where he was God’s
spokesperson and known as “the Word” (Proverbs 8:22, 23,
30; Colossians 1:15, 16). Incarnational theology recognises
that incarnation should be applied to both ministry and mission for the church. As the Son of God came into our world in
human flesh, our ministry should be for us to be like Jesus,
where God’s love, the Gospel of Christ is “incarnated” in us.
The main concept of incarnational practice is to practice the
good news and not just preach the good news.
Author of several books such as The Forgotten Ways and
Untamed, Alan Hirsch says, “If missional means going out
(being sent into the world), then incarnational means going
deep down into the culture.” A working definition of incarnational ministry is ‘the immersion of one’s self into a local
culture and “becoming Jesus” to that culture.’ This is especially culturally apt with the upcoming Christmas season,
known by many as season of love, joy, merriness, and family
gatherings. There is the tendency for us to try to play this up,
and make the event joyous for our aged care residents.
Except… From our personal observations and experiences,
for some of the residents in Arcadia this attitude serves as
a reminder of what is missing or absent in their lives. It can
be an isolating and lonely time. The Christmas season can
trigger emotions of grief and loss and the heartache of missing deceased loved ones. This is evident with some residents
exhibiting emotional states and expressing feelings of being
helpless, hopeless, hurt, and anxiousness. Research indicates
that a large proportion (three quarters) of depressive symptoms of elderly people in residential aged care—such as withdrawal, demanding behaviour, unresponsiveness or forgetfulness—are dismissed as part of the aging process (see abc.net.
au/health/features/stories/2009/08/20/2661451.htm). This
prompts the question, ‘What would I need to be aware of, and
what could I do to incarnate Jesus’ love in action?’
Loneliness, neglect, and depression are considered some
of the most painful emotions to surface in this period. Some
people express the fear of being forgotten, and others say
they feel an increased sense of isolation. We found that the
residents are afraid that they may not be included in their
family festivities, and some miss their roles and experiences
prior to the build up to the festive season. Home comforts,
traditions, and memories built across the years of the holiday
season are some of the things that residents long for.
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To mitigate some of the Christmas blues, we believe a
holistic multi-disciplinary approach is necessary to keep the
residents connected via Christmas events such as Christmas
carolling, craft sessions, and attending festive parties. They
can also join social activities in the communities, such as the
local churches or senior’s centre. We find that participation
in Christmas carols touches them deep within their souls,
particularly for those with Dementia.
At Arcadia, religious rituals, services, and Nativity scenes
play a big part of the Christmas experience. Christmas
provides great opportunities to teach the amazing story of
the miraculous conception and birth of Jesus. The lighting of
Advent candles and decorating the Jesse Tree are practical
rituals that are included into Christmas services and used to
teach the story of Christmas.
The captivating Nativity display draws interest from staff,
residents, and their families. We realised the impact of the
Nativity scene when Jesus from the Nativity set went missing—there were strong outcries from the residents, particularly among those with Dementia. The Nativity scene is also
helpful to encourage the residents’ reminiscence of Christmases of long ago, sometimes not from our current Australian culture. For example, when a resident who migrated from
Europe observed the scene, she requested that photo be
taken of her adoring baby Jesus. We printed, laminated and
sent the photo to her family in Europe. Nativity scenes had
been part of her tradition growing up, where the whole community would gather. Shortly after, the resident died and the
photos were a great source of comfort for the family.
When visitors are connecting with residents during the
festive season, it is vital for them to talk about their sadness,
empathise, and listen. It is helpful to encourage elderly
people to focus on positivity and make a list of things they
are grateful for. It is essential not to be forceful, as that could
lead to further withdrawal and increased depression.
The Earthly ministry of Jesus is seen where Christ loved us
and died for us. We should pattern our ministry and care
for the elderly to model Christ’s love for us. Jesus’ mandate
to the Apostles was to preach the Gospel and heal the
sick, hence the importance of care placed on the physical,
emotional, and spiritual needs of the elderly. It is critical to
consider the loneliness and isolation that many of those in
aged care undergo this time of the year. ●
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Life In A ‘Foreign Land’
Writer Rohan Waters
The mission of Veta began sometime around the year 2000.
I was working as the State Youth Minister for Churches of
Christ Vic/Tas when I, along with the other members of the
Mission and Ministry team, recognised that we had to do
something different. With an increasingly elderly population
and declining numbers across many of our churches, we realised that there was no point continuing to do the same things
while expecting different results.
We had to change.
We started using new words such as ‘missional’, ‘incarnational’, ‘discontinuous change’, and ‘emerging church’. Seminars and projects were organised to help churches reach out
in new ways to the world around them. Many experiments
were conducted. A favourite of mine began at my home
church—Frankston Church of Christ—where a group of young
adults started ‘Bingo Church’. Every week they would attend
the local Bingo night and serve the, mainly elderly, people
there. Anything was possible!
I was not interested in Bingo but, with my responsibility in
youth ministry, repeating the past was not an option. God
was calling me to step into the community.
In February 2000 I started as Chaplain at Mornington Secondary College, and two things very quickly became evident.
One, the culture that I entered was a very long way from the
culture of the church I had come from. And two, the models
for ministry that we had were inadequate to the task.
I discovered a school environment that had no language to
discuss the things that were important to me—questions of
faith, spirituality, ultimate meaning, purpose, and other fundamental aspects of the human person. Religion generally,
and the Christian faith in particular, were deemed irrelevant
and were treated with indifference.
In response to this context, our ministries tended to be either
connecting with kids through fun activities so we could get
them to church where they could meet Jesus, or embrace what
is normally termed ‘Christian Presence’. This may sound cynical, but I came so see this as trying to be such a nice person
that, without using any words, people would simply know that
Jesus was working through us and be transformed by him.
I found both approaches if not completely disingenuous,
then at least inadequate to the task that we had set them to.
Could I honour the public space that I occupied and openly
and honestly bear witness to Christ?
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The ministry of Veta developed from wrestling through this
question.
We created an experience of formation in the Christian life for
young people (bearing witness to the Gospel) that they could
complete as core part of their learning at school (within the
context of present-day culture). We are constantly pressured
to compromise on both these fronts—to either shut-up about
Jesus, or to keep the conversations private and out of the
public space. But we must resist.
In our experience, this not only bears fruit in the lives of the
young people we serve, but that God transforms us as our lives
are exposed and we are forced to find the words to express the
message of Jesus in what can feel like a ‘foreign land’.
Statistics tell us that, since we first started working on Veta,
over 500 000 young people have ‘gone missing’ from the
Australian Church. Young people who have grown up and left
the Church and, in about half of those cases, left the Christian faith altogether.
In the state of Victoria today, Chaplains are forbidden from
running any Christian programs in state controlled schools,
and various state government directives have served to
marginalise religious faith (eg. the relegation of RI to after
school, restrictions on freedom to communicate information
about religious activities, or to welcome volunteers to support religious activities in schools)
And so the need for ‘incarnational’ mission—for people
willing to honour the public spaces they find themselves in
and to openly and honestly bear witness to Christ—has only
increased.
For our part, we’ve just launched a year 7-10 experience that
we hope supports schools and churches around Australia to
nurture young people in the Christian life by taking the Gospel,
confidently and without fear or hesitation, into their world.
When Jesus ‘moved into the neighbourhood’, he never forgot
who he was, and he lived with complete integrity between his
words and his actions. And we must do the same. ●
Veta Neo is a genuine journey of faith in Jesus for students in
years 7-10 at secondary school. It can be delivered in school
or through your local church. Check out www.veta.org.au for
further info.

Your Story, Our Story
Do you have a story you would like to share with the movement of
Churches of Christ in Victoria and Tasmania? Have you seen God at work
in your neighbourhood and you are bursting to share what he is up to?
CCVT welcomes stories from all our Communities of Hope and Compassion!
If you have a tale you would like to spin and share, write it up and send it to
editor@churchesofchrist.org.au and start the conversation.
All stories in The Edition and online are edited for length, style, and tone.
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